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MESSAGE MINING FOR EMERGENCY
NEEDS THROUGH VANET
C.Manimaran, R.Mohan

Abstract—In
VANET
vehicular
distribution
individual vehicles distribution and performance at
network level can be evaluated with various
measures such as their mean journey time, their
mobility in particular area and the other vehicle
corresponding to similar vehicular motions etc.
Rather than determining vast area modeling
particular city and validation of data from that area
predicts accurate metrics for calculating vehicular
network performance and evaluation. Vehicular
networks have been attracting increasing attention
recently from both the industry and research
communities. Most of the existing works mainly
focus on designing. In our proposed model rather
than microscopic models which finds vehicular
distribution and performance we mine messages
from vehicular area network. Every individual
vehicle should collect and update its information
time by time and furnish those messages to Dynamic
database effectively. It can be used during
emergency situations by mining required data from
database.
Index Terms—Vehicular networks, mobility modeling,
model validation, message mining, emergency need.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) finding
solutions for traffic issues such as traffic jams and accidents
thus enabling new mobile applications without serious
trafficking. It becomes tough to maintain steady and fast
connectivity communication networks [1]. Although the
existing models concentrates only on various level of
network performance such as vehicular distribution and
performance. Moreover we did not get any feedbacks from
vehicles for future use.
In microscopic and macroscopic levels overall
vehicular behaviors and traffic is characterized according to
its quantities and metrics of vehicular traffic such as
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vehicular distribution, density and mean velocity. In
macroscopic model of vehicular mobility there are three
metrics for evaluating vehicular mobility and system
performance [2] [3] [4]. Those three metrics are vehicular
area distribution average sojourn time in each area and
average mobility length.
For vehicular networks there are two applications for
analyzing system level performance and dimensioning.
During increase of vehicles due to increase of
communication from RSUs capacity determination is the
first application [5] [6] [7]. Second application is to
investigate performance of combined communication
network of V2I and V2V.
In consequent vehicular communication protocols the
vehicles mobility can be altered dynamically. Vehicular
mobility modeling provides realistic vehicular mobility
description [8]. Due to incomparable features of available
models varies with vehicular traffic with degree of realism.
In existing model they focus only on various levels of
network level performance such as vehicular distribution
and vehicular performance [9]. It plots area and timestamp
details of moving vehicles and assumes for their intersection
key and models performance. In the previous models we
don’t get any feedbacks from vehicle transmits for future
reference [10]. Thus in case of emergency situations they
have to search for complete vehicular ad hoc networks to
describe individual mobility behaviors.
The further contribution for our proposed system for
mining messages in VANET for managing emergency
situations is organized as follows. Further discussion
describes the work done regarding macroscopic and
microscopic models for communication of VANET
networks.
The microscopic models based on particle that includes
vehicles dynamic movement. The mesoscopic models based
on gas kinetic determines distance for speeding up limit
according to the traffic [11] [12] [13]. The macroscopic
models based on fluid dynamic including biological or socio
economic systems extends to vehicle and pedestrian traffic
applications.
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II. RELATED WORK
The classification of mobility models generally classified
as three categories of macroscopic, mesoscopic, and
microscopic models. A large number of models are available
for microscopic level mobility [14]. In this category,
synthetic models such as random walk and random
waypoint and survey-based models are often unable to
provide modeling of motion patterns even though they can
be very complex. Among them, some of the well-known
mobility models like random waypoint fail to capture the
steady state and realistic mobility behaviors [15].
Consequently, the trace-based approach attempts to extract
mobility models from real mobility traces by approximating
the movements based on the observed movement patterns.
In mesoscopic level mobility the model vehicle transitions
between different areas in a small part of the city. The area
of civil engineering they have models for targeting at
predicting the traffic for providing safety driven applications.
In microscopic level individual mobility model have
limitations for obtaining global mobility patterns [16].
Mathematical equations that precise the above models are
very complex due to individual mobility.
The traffic dynamics have many issues according to
driver traffic congestion etc. there are different kinds of
congestion in traffic according to driving speed [17].
Conditions for limiting the speeding up of traffic which
considers pedestrians, vehicle traffic and mood swings of
drivers.
Quality of service for wireless networks allocates
networks limited resources. Estimation of spatial temporal
traffic load and activity at all networks coverage area [18]
[19]. It uses markov renewal process for modeling mobility
and next cell transition.
In another markov jump process model the vehicles move
into the system and transits from one area to other area and
atlast moved into the system which includes partitioned
areas in the system [20] [21]. The entry and transition from
one state to other describes the dynamic behaviors of
vehicles mobility.
III. PREPROCESSING AND MODELING VEHICULAR MOTION
TRACES

Mobility track logs for taxis using GPS receivers which
reports interval timings between real time scheduling and
physical movements of taxis by recording. Rather than
tracking other mode of transport using its transport time and
its distance of operation taxis are have extensive coverage
throughout city [22]. GPS devices are used for locating the
moving taxis and GPRS modules helps recording
timestamps for running taxis using latitude and longitude
coordinates.
Processing of linear interpolation method to locate taxis
information and traces the moving taxis varying with time.
As all the taxis may not report concurrently with similar
frequency data preprocessing eliminates artificial and
inaccurate information [23]. So data obtained from
preprocessing methods plot the trajectories of all taxi data.
In very dense traffic intersection locations it is very
difficult to trace the streams of trafficking from area to area.
ISSN: 2278 – 1323

Markov jump process is used for modeling the transition of
modeled vehicle transition from area to area.
While processing the data for two different aspects of
time and location it traces the records of continuous mobile
trajectory throughout the day.
During area partition first the vehicle transit between
vehicular mobility in areas considers road and city structure.
While modeling the vehicular mobility and distributions the
positions of key intersections and plots boundaries and
centers of partitioned areas which uses decomposing method
for given space.
When a vehicle does not tracks in a area for the period of
more than 10 minutes then it is said to be departed from the
system and will be considered here afterwards as a moving
vehicle into the system and results in area partition [24]. It
also tracks parameters of vehicles from unmodeled areas
and relates its area in the system.
We first counts number of vehicles moving from in and
out of modeled areas and the vehicles residence time at a
particular area by averaging its durations [25]. By dividing
the number of vehicles arriving from modeled areas we can
obtain switching probability matrix.
The sufficiency of vehicles and most active vehicles in a
time period are relatively stable. The mean time for arrival
of vehicular movements are aggregated which counts all the
modeled areas and vehicles [26] [27]. The travelling time
for vehicles varies according to time to time like changes are
very different from midnight to early morning to evening
hours. The traffic duration for vehicles differ from city to
city thus the observation timing for modeling those cities are
also differs [28].
For validating the trace selection we have to approach the
model and training the data model to describe rest part of
trace [29]. Tracing divided into two equal parts with equal
time. First half trace used for training data to obtain
parameters. Second half for validation data for validating
model and comparing results calculated from the tracked
results.
Previous methods uses poisson process for obtaining
arrival rate of vehicles and aggregates its arrival method.
Mean arrival rate is the metric for validating timestamp for
one day. Thus those existing models interpret system level
performance and vehicular network dimensions time
variance and behaviors of individual mobility. Such metrics
used for mean value calculation for arrival and departure of
vehicles.
These functionalities of traffic essentials which can be
monitored thoroughly are the success of modern and
industrialized society essentials. They involves increasing
individual factor problems that expands to infrastructure
according to its affordability and effective turn into parking
lots etc.
IV. MINING MESSAGES FROM VANET DISTRIBUTION
In the vehicular ad hoc networks usually the vehicular
distribution and performance will be evaluated for
communication and modeling purpose. In our proposed
system we can create an effective communication between
the vehicles and our modeling system. In association with
previous microscopic and macroscopic modeling for
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locating moving taxis using GPS devices the proposed
system collects various data and responds t it with necessary
situations like accidents, natural calamities, traffic etc.

networks communication used for position based routing for
improvised traffic safety.
From Fig.1 we infer details for mining messages the first
step is to furnish each and every detail to be stored in the
networks database. Particularly that database should be
dynamic so that it matches and updates the time by time
information regarding the moving vehicles around the city
and can plot GPS locations for lively report of traffic. Each
and every single vehicle should update information about
their location area and current traffic around them [31] [32].
The subsequent vehicles in serial to same area will provide
modified updates time to time. Thus mining messages
generates detailed determination of vehicles status by
analyzing all the subsequent vehicles coordinated updates.
Through message mining emergency situations can be
handled in appropriate way. With the help of all instant
updating of vehicular distribution information we can
choose accurate and shortest path and provide service on
time without unnecessary delay. By this rapid uninterrupted
services provided for handling VANET prevents national
loss also.

Fig.1 Architecture diagram for mining messages in
vehicular ad hoc network.
Further it is extended by creating database that collects
information of all the vehicles location, their plot
information, timestamps of last location the vehicle is traced
[30]. Information furnished in the database can help for
emergency services like ambulance, fire service etc. If in
case of emergency when an ambulance is needed then
through the message mining technique in VANETs the last
timestamp of the ambulance is traced and further
information for tracking the ambulance exact location area
like vehicles moving area city traffic information everything
will be determined.
In wireless communications proposed in intelligent
transportation systems with radio modem communication on
different frequencies used for different range of
communication mode. Vehicles made capable for vehicle
electronics using computer processors in a network of
programmable modules. They are fixed with microcontroller
and programmable logic controller for transmitting
messages and updating system to current trend. Even if any
wrong information furnished with a particular vehicle it can
be compared with other possibly nearer vehicles and
checked its accurateness.
Vehicles automotive information can be checked through
GPS maps using specially designed software and through
internet. In a minimal traffic navigation WiFi based device
locating in big campuses can be effectively done. Ad hoc
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In case of emergency situations if any intruders tend to
attack any vehicle transmit from or through the system
network then we can handle it in a precise way. As system
side by side scrutinize information furnished by one vehicle
with the other vehicles which is possibly matches the
parameters such as same area crossing same intersection
points etc we can easily detect attacks and take appropriate
actions legitimately.
V. HANDLING EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
In an ad hoc network of vehicular distribution
transmitting messages about vehicular moving positions
from wireless sensor networks are in certain degree
associated with intelligent transportation systems.
Comparatively these are handled with input messages
sending simultaneous vehicular information updates. The
emergency server constantly keeps tracks of emergency
alerts and quickly takes necessary renewal actions for
managing such situations.
Emergency service will also handle message routing for
approaching vehicle which struck with any emergency
situations. If any vehicle needs any emergency help then the
system can easily determine the maximum nearest possible
vehicle and send them to the vehicle which is in need of
help.
With discrete information provided from vehicles current
updated messages needed for that route will be sent to that
vehicle [33] [34]. While sending such updates it will provide
simultaneous input messages from other vehicles. Taxis
furnish traffic information to server and current job
allocated to that particular vehicle and shares information
about emergency vehicles. So that the server immediately
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responds to the emergency need and takes essential action
immediately.
Governing and rendering appropriate emergency situation
handling in vehicle ad hoc networks also includes detection
of intrusion and taking appropriate measures for them.
Intrusion detection system can be any application or a
device that continuously monitors the network and
individual systems activities for malicious exertion of
intruders [35]. It comprises of attack detection,
confidentiality rate, consistency of updates received from
taxis.
Before mining messages from databases its security level
and confidentiality of data is verified. When any vehicle
updates received it undergoes several levels of attack
detection and verification done from various resources such
as GPS, intersection for traffic etc. Finally it undergoes
intrusion detection and the security is substantiated
ultimately.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this model rather than macroscopic, mesoscopic and
microscopic level vehicular mobility validation of
performance and distribution of vehicular network. As we
imply VANETs the effectiveness of analysis and
dimensioning network performance. In emergency situations
we mine messages from updated and furnished database and
handle any kind of inevitable emergency situations. As the
rapid services of vehicular networks take care of any
emergency needs such as natural calamities, accidents or
any inadequate traffic problems the message mining helps
finding and solving it instantly. It also deserves
determination of accurate and shortest path for vehicles
transmit distribution and avoids unnecessary delays. It also
helps in exertion of false or inaccurate information provided
by vehicles by comparing with other possibly nearer
vehicles information. It also can be located with traffic
congestions and intersection of vehicle positions. Even
intrusion of any attackers can also be detected and solved
then and there.
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